
ARE MY FEELINGS NORMAL?
Pregnancy loss parents may experience a wide range of 

emotions immediately following their losses, including any of the 

following, among others:

• Shock, that something like this could happen to you. You may  

  not begin to fully process your loss until days or weeks later.

• Anger, that the child you expected has been taken from you.  

  This may especially be the case if you’ve suffered any medical  

  mismanagement throughout your care.

• Grief of an all-consuming, all-encompassing nature. Many loss  

  parents describe their feelings as visceral and guttural, as if  

  they were being ripped apart by their grief.

• Sadness, which can persist for days, weeks or months after the  

  loss. It is normal to feel as if you’re operating on autopilot     

  following your loss.

• Denial, that your child is really gone. It is not uncommon to      

  experience phantom movements, pregnancy flashbacks or vivid  

  dreams of the child that was lost.

• Relief, in the case of an unwanted pregnancy or if the loss    

  represents the end of suffering for a child with known     

  life-limiting diagnoses.

There is no single right or wrong way to experience pregnancy 

loss grief. A therapist or local support resource may be helpful 

as you navigate these feelings. If you have thoughts of hurting 

yourself or others, seek immediate medical attention from your 

care team. 
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MANAGING MEDICAL 
DECISIONS

Immediately after your loss, you may also be asked if 

you’d like to undergo testing to help determine the 

cause. This is more likely in the case of stillbirths, as it can 

be difficult to preserve the tissue of an early 

miscarriage. Women who experience miscarriage may 

not be offered testing unless they experience multiple 

recurring losses.

Some of the specific tests your doctor may offer 

include:

• Autopsy

• Hormone level tests

• Chromosomal abnormality tests

• Genetic counseling

• Amniocentesis and evaluation of the amniotic fluid

• Structural assessments of your reproductive organs

• Tests of the uterine lining or placenta

• Tests of your body’s immune system

Undergoing testing may not give you answers; as many 

as 50 percent of stillbirths are never medically 

explained. Invasive tests like autopsies may violate your 

religious beliefs or prevent a memorial viewing later on. 

You may find a sense of satisfaction in contributing to 

the scientific body of data that exists on pregnancy loss. 

Do not hesitate to ask questions about the different 

tests you’re offered. They are often optional. 


